
As we’ve rounded the corner into the second
quarter of 2022, I’m reminded how
circumstances stretch us as shepherd
leaders — often far beyond what we think
possible — and about how much they teach
us... about His desire to prune us into the
leader HE wants us to be, in HIS timing and
in HIS way, about the importance of having
the Good Shepherd’s perspective vs. our
own, about the importance of personal
growth, no matter our age, and about the joy
of a wounded heart.

If, as a shepherd leader, you have recently
experienced a distressed spirit or an injured
heart, may this prayer adapted from Arthur
Bennett’s The Valley of Vision: A Collection of
Puritan Prayers and Devotions help you find
vision in your leadership valley...

Lord, high and holy, meek and lowly, You have
brought me to the valley of vision,

Where I live in the depths but see You in the
heights; Hemmed in by mountains of sin 

I behold Your glory.
 

Let me learn by paradox
 That the way down is the way up,

 That to be low is to be high,
 That the broken heart is the healed heart,

 That the contrite spirit is the rejoicing spirit,
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 That the repenting soul is the victorious soul,

 That to have nothing is to possess all,
That to bear the cross is to wear the crown,

 That to give is to receive,
 That the valley is the place of vision.

 
Lord, in the daytime, stars can be seen from the

deepest wells, Let me find Your light in my
darkness,

 Your life in my death,
 Your joy in my sorrow,
 Your grace in my sin,

 Your riches in my poverty,
 Your glory in my valley.

Selah.

If this spring finds you being stretched as a
shepherd, may you be encouraged by the
reminder of the paradox of the valley of
vision. 

Holly
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WORKSHOP TRANSLATIONS

WE CAN'T EXPECT TO SHEPHERD
OTHERS IF WE DON'T ALLOW GOD
TO SHEPHERD US.
— Mallory, student

LEGACY IN ACTION

Our time with these students was incredibly fruitful as we co-facilitated the workshop with six high

school Student Leaders. That’s right.... they led a workshop for 20 of their fellow students, ages 12

to 18! What a beautiful example of multiplication! 

We simply supported these young women and men in the process, and they were amazing! Boy, is

God at work in these kids! We praise Him for their eagerness to lead well and for Administration

and Teachers who support the process. We hope you’re encouraged by the next generation’s

desire to embrace the message of the Good Shepherd in the way they influence others.

We have an exciting announcement! The workshop translations have begun for the Spanish,

Portuguese, Russian, and Ukrainian languages and should be ready for use by September! Please

praise the Good Shepherd with us for the generosity of those who have provided the funds for

this effort and for those for whom the translations are intended. 



LEGACY IN ACTION

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP ALLIANCE
We are grateful for the opportunity to continue

ministering with the Christian Leadership Alliance

through a 5-hour workshop with attendees in

Louisville, Kentucky. We are filled with faith that

the steps being taken this year by the CLA will

result in many, many lives changed by embracing

the principles taught through the Shepherding

curriculum and workshops.

The free Presence Point App was launched to support influencers around the world in maintaining

their walk as shepherd leaders and provide access to resources that would encourage and spur

them on in their shepherd leadership journey. 

If you aren’t using the App yet, download it today! Not only is the weekly blog/vlog available, but our

App-only content includes a short Psalms for Shepherds podcast and deep dive questions to inspire

you to think deeply about your shepherding behaviors.

PRESENCE POINT APP
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